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Abstract

1.

In this paper, we show how 3D stacking technology can be used
to implement a simple, low-power, high-performance chip multiprocessor suitable for throughput processing. Our proposed architecture, PicoServer, employs 3D technology to bond one die containing several simple slow processing cores to multiple DRAM
dies sufficient for a primary memory. The 3D technology also
enables wide low-latency buses between processors and memory.
These remove the need for an L2 cache allowing its area to be
re-allocated to additional simple cores. The additional cores allow
the clock frequency to be lowered without impairing throughput.
Lower clock frequency in turn reduces power and means that thermal constraints, a concern with 3D stacking, are easily satisfied.
The PicoServer architecture specifically targets Tier 1 server applications, which exhibit a high degree of thread level parallelism.
An architecture targeted to efficient throughput is ideal for this application domain. We find for a similar logic die area, a 12 CPU system with 3D stacking and no L2 cache outperforms an 8 CPU system with a large on-chip L2 cache by about 14% while consuming
55% less power. In addition, we show that a PicoServer performs
comparably to a Pentium 4-like class machine while consuming
only about 1/10 of the power, even when conservative assumptions
are made about the power consumption of the PicoServer.

3D stacking technology enables new chip multiprocessor (CMP)
architectures that significantly improve energy efficiency. Our proposed architecture, PicoServer, employs 3D technology to bond
one die containing several simple slow processor cores to multiple
DRAM dies that form the primary memory. In addition, 3D stacking enables a memory processor interconnect that is both very high
bandwidth and low latency. As a result the need for complex cache
hierarchies is reduced. We show that the die area normally spent
on a L2 is better spent on additional processor cores. For example, in our experiments we show that an L2 cache can be replaced
by 4 extra cores. The additional cores means that they can be run
slower without affecting throughput. Slower cores also allow us to
reduce power dissipation and with it thermal constraints, a potential
roadblock to 3D stacking. The resulting system is ideally suited to
throughput applications such as Tier 1 web servers.
Internet service providers like AOL, Yahoo and Google require
large numbers of web servers to satisfy customer needs. Server
farms based on off-the-shelf general purpose processors are unnecessarily power hungry, require expensive cooling systems and
occupy a large space. It has been shown that 25% of the operating
costs for these “server farms” can be directly or indirectly attributed
to power consumption [36]. This figure has the potential to grow
rapidly along with the continuing growth in web services. Figure 1
shows a 3 Tier server farm and how it might handle a request for
service. The first tier handles the bulk of the requests. Employing
PicoServers at this level can significantly lower power consumption
and space requirements.
Tier 1 server applications handle events on a per-client basis,
which are independent and display high levels of thread level parallelism. This high level of parallelism makes them ill-suited for
traditional monolithic processors. CMPs built from multiple simple
cores can take advantage of this thread level parallelism to run at a
much lower frequency while maintaining a similar level of throughput and thus dissipating less power. By combining them with 3D
stacking we will show that it is possible to cut power requirements
further. 3D stacking enables the following key improvements:
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Introduction

• High bandwidth buses between main memory and L1

caches that support multiple cores—1000’s of low latency
connections with marginal area overhead between dies are
possible. Since the interconnect buses are on chip, we are able
to implement wide buses with a relatively lower power budget
compared to inter-chip implementations.
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• Modification in the memory hierarchy due to the integra-
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Figure 1. A Typical 3 Tier Server Architecture. Tier 1—Web Server, Tier 2—Application Server, Tier 3—Database Server. PicoServer is
targeted at Tier 1. An example of an internet transaction is shown. When a client request comes in for a Java Servlet Page, it is first received
by the front end server—Tier 1. Tier 1 recognizes a Java Servlet Page that must be handled and initiates a request to Tier 2 typically using
Remote Message Interfaces (RMI). Tier 2 initiates a database query on the Tier 3 servers, which in turn generate the results and send the
relevant information up the chain all the way to Tier 1. Finally, Tier 1 sends the generated content to the client.

addition, we aim for a reasonable area budget constraining the die
size area to be below 80mm2 at 90nm process technology. Our 12
core PicoServer configuration which occupies the largest die area is
conservatively estimated to be approximately 80mm2 .The die areas
for our 4, 8 core PicoServer configurations are respectively 40mm2
and 60mm2 .
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we provide background for this work by describing a brief overview of 3D
stacking technology, the characteristics of the target workload, and
previous work. In section 3, we outline our methodology for the
design space exploration. In section 4, we provide more details for
the PicoServer architecture and evaluate various PicoServer configurations. In section 5, we present our results in the PicoServer architecture for Tier 1 server benchmarks and compare our results to
conventional architectures that do not employ 3D stacking. These
architectures are CMPs without 3D stacking and conventional high
performance desktop architectures which we call OO4 with Pentium 4-like characteristics. A summary and concluding remarks are
given in section 6.

tion of large capacity on-chip DRAM. It is possible to remove
the L2 cache and replace it with more processing cores. The
access latency for the on-chip DRAM is also reduced because
address multiplexing and off-chip IO pad drivers [35] are not
required.
• Overall reduction in system power primarily due to the

reduction in core clock frequency. The benefits of 3D stacking
stated in items 1 and 2 allow us to integrate more cores clocked
at a modest frequency—in our work 500-1000MHz—on chip
while providing high throughput. Reduced core clock frequency
allows their architecture to be simplified; for example, by using
shorter pipelines with reduced forwarding logic.
The potential drawback of 3D stacking, now that the technology has
been shown to be feasible, is thermal containment. However, this is
not a limitation for the type of simple, low power, cores that we are
proposing for the PicoServer, as we show in section 4.4. In fact the
ITRS projections of Table 1 predicts that systems consuming just a
few watts do not even require a heat sink.
The general architecture of a PicoServer is shown in Figure 2.
We have been conservative in what we assume about stacking
depth. For the purposes of this study we assume a stack of 5 dies.
The ITRS roadmap in Table 1 predicts much deeper stacks being
practical in the near future. The connections are by vias that run
perpendicular to the dies. The dimensions for a 3D interconnect via
varies from 1 ∼ 3μm with a separation of 1 ∼ 6μm. Current commercial offerings can support 1,000,000 vias per cm2 [23]. This is
far more than we need for PicoServer. These function as interconnect and thermal pipes. For our studies, we assume that the logicbased components—the microprocessor cores, the network interface controllers (NICs), and peripherals—are on the bottom layer
and conventional capacity-oriented DRAMs occupy the remaining
4 layers. To understand the design space and potential benefits of
this new technology, we explored the trade-offs of different bus
widths, number of cores, frequencies, and the memory hierarchy in
our simulations. We found bus widths of 1024 bits with a latency of
2 clock cycles at 250 MHz to be reasonable in our architecture. In

2.

Background

2.1

3D stacking technology

In the past there have been numerous efforts in academia and industry to implement 3D stacking technology[16][30][27][32][42].
They have met with mix success. This is due to the many potential
challenges that need to be addressed in 3D stacking technology:
1) Achieving high yield in bonding die stacks, 2) delivering power
to each stack and 3) managing thermal hotspots due to the silicon dioxide 3D interface. However, the large scale and competition
typical of mobile untethered systems have re-initiated a demand for
small form factors with very low power. In response, several commercial enterprizes have begun offering reliable low-cost die-to-die
3D stacking technologies.
In 3D stacking technology, dies are typically bonded as face to
face or face to back. Face to face bonds provide higher die to die
via density and lower area overhead than face to back bonds. The
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Figure 2. A diagram depicting the PicoServer: a CMP architecture connected to a conventional DRAM using 3D stacking technology with
an on-chip NIC to provide low-latency high-bandwidth networking.

Low-cost/handheld
#die/stack
SRAM density Mbits/cm2
DRAM density Mbits/cm2
at production
Max. Power Budget for
cost-performance
systems(W)
Max. Power Budget for
low-cost/handheld systems
with battery(W)

2005

2007

2009

2011

2013

6

7

9

11

13

84

138

225

365

589

1,220

1,940

3,660

5,820

9,230

91

104

116

119

137

ligible compared to global interconnect. We also note that the dimensions and pitches of 3D vias add a modest area overhead. 3D
via pitches are equivalent to 22λ for 90nm technology. They are
also expected to reduce as this technology becomes mature. Our
PicoServer architecture uses face to face bonds for the logic die
to DRAM die and face to back bonds for DRAM to DRAM die
stacking.

2.8

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

2.2

Table 1. ITRS projection [11] for 3D stacking technology, memory array cells and maximum power budget for power aware platforms. Based on this information, we assume a 3D stack of 5 layers
can be reasonably implemented. ITRS projections suggest DRAM
density exceeds SRAM density by 15 ∼ 18× entailing large capacity of DRAM can be integrated on-chip using 3D stacking technology as compared to SRAM.

Size
Minimum
Pitch
Feed Through
Capacitance
Series
Resistance

Face-to-Back

Face-to-Face

RPI

1.2μ × 1.2μ

1.7μ×1.7μ

2μ×2μ

MIT 3D
FPGA
1μ×1μ

< 4μ

2.4μ

N/A

N/A

2 ∼ 3fF

≈0

N/A

2.7fF

< 0.35Ω

≈0

≈0

≈0

Tier 1 server workload characteristics

It is well-known that Tier 1 server workloads like Web, Video
streaming, NFS server applications display a high degree of threadlevel parallelism since connection level parallelism through client
connections can be easily translated into thread level parallelism
(TLP). Conventional general-purpose processors, however, are typically optimized to exploit instruction level parallelism (ILP). Web
and NFS workloads, with plenty of TLP, suffer from a high cache
miss rate regularly stalling the machine. This leads to a low IPC
and poor utilization of processor resources. Our studies have shown
that except for computation intensive Video streaming servers, outof-order processors have an IPC of between 0.21 ∼ 0.54 for typical Tier 1 server workloads requiring modest computation even
with a large L2 cache of 2MB. These workloads do not perform
well because much of the requested data has been recently DMAed
from the NIC to main memory, invalidating cached data at that address and necessitating a cache miss. Video streaming workloads
do not suffer from high cache miss rates, but require more threads
than Web Server workloads resulting in more threads to schedule
at the kernel level. The timing-driven nature of each client connection stresses the kernel with many threads. Many threads are better
handled on a multiprocessor than a uniprocessor. Therefore, we can
generally say that single-thread optimized out-of-order processors
do not perform well on Tier 1 server workloads. Another interesting property of most network workloads including these is the vast
amount of time spent in kernel code. This section of code is largely
comprised of interrupt handling in the NIC driver, packet transmission and network stack processing.
To perform well in these types of workloads an architecture
must have a great deal of TLP run multiple threads as well as the
large amount of processing to decode and encode the requested
data. Thus a CMP or SMT architecture should be able to better
utilize the processor die area.

Table 2. 3D stacking technology parameters[23][12][32]

lower via density for face to back bonds attribute to through silicon
vias—TSVs that punch through silicon bulk. Using the bonding
techniques in 3D stacking technology, we can achieve a synergistic effect of stacking heterogeneous dies together. For example, architectures that stack conventional DRAM and logic manufactured
from different process steps. Furthermore, with the added third dimension from the vertical axis, the overall wire interconnect length
can be reduced and wider bus width can be achieved at lower area
costs. The parasitic capacitance and resistance for 3D vias are neg-
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Figure 3. Block diagram of commonly used platform configurations. (a) general purpose processor platform, (b) conventional CMP platform
without 3D stacking, (c) PicoServer platform using 3D stacking

2.3.2
2.3

3D Stacking Technology

Black et. al[16] have presented circuit-level potential in this technology. They applied 3D stacking on an x86 core by implementing
the floating point unit on the top layer and putting the rest of the execution units on the bottom layer. Their preliminary studies showed
a 20% improvement in performance was achieved for SPEC2000
benchmarks and 3D stacking reduced the number of repeaters traditionally required for long global interconnects. With respect to
work on 3D stacking technology alone, we have not seen any work
that identifies a good application space for this technology and provides a thorough analysis.

Previous Work

Our work leverages 3D stacking technology and applies it to server
workloads executed on a chip multiprocessor architecture. Therefore, we present previous work on chip multiprocessors and 3D
stacking technology.
2.3.1 Chip Multiprocessor Architectures
Olkuton et. al[37] initially presented the possibility of building a
simple multiprocessor architecture that were friendly to heavily
threaded applications. In doing so they looked at SPLASH benchmarks along with highly parallel media benchmarks. However, the
working set of these benchmarks was not large and the overall platform level evaluation of a chip multiprocessor was not presented
in this work. Li and Martinez[31] looked at the power reduction
in parallel architectures. They presented an analytical power estimation model for multiprocessor architectures and evaluated this
model on SPLASH2 benchmarks. An optimal power, thermal point
was presented due to the diminishing return for increasing parallel
processing width. As parallel processing width is increased, leakage power increases linearly. Barroso et. al[14] presented a chip
multiprocessor architecture to support server applications. A simple 8 in-order multiprocessor architecture was presented with a
shared L2 cache. However, this work did not investigate the impact
of network bandwidth in the architecture. The estimated power consumption was not mentioned in this work either. Additionally, the
benchmarks presented in this paper focussed on Tier 2, 3 server applications. Kozyrakis et. al[28] applied the embedded DRAM technology to DSP applications. Specialized vector engines which existed adjacent to the embedded DRAM, contributed to the speedup
in computation for vector friendly applications. This work performed extremely well for multimedia and matrix-oriented vector
applications. Compared to previous work on chip multiprocessors,
our work extends the benefits of chip multiprocessors by leveraging 3D stacking technology that allows us to add more cores and
reduce core clock frequency in conventional simple in-order cores.
We also modify the memory hierarchy exploiting the reduced access latency to large capacity on-chip DRAM, so the L1 caches in
a chip multiprocessor architecture access on-chip DRAM directly
and treat it as a part of main memory.

3.

Methodology

To explore the design space for 3D stacking technology, we estimated die area size based on previous publications and developed
models for delay and power. They were derived from data published by industry and academia [11][23][38][3][12][16]. DRAM
timing and power values were obtained from IBM and Micron technology datasheets [4]. The architectural aspects of our studies were
obtained from a microarchitectural simulator called M5 [15] that
is able to run Linux and evaluate full system-level performance. A
Tier 1 server connected to multiple clients is modeled. The client
requests are generated from user level network application programs. A detailed description of our methodology is described in
the following subsections.
3.1
3.1.1

Simulation Studies
Full system architectural simulator

To evaluate the performance of our server we used the M5 full system simulator. M5 boots an unmodified Linux kernel on a configurable architecture. Multiple systems are created in the simulator
to model the clients and server, and connected via an ethernet link
model. The server side executes Apache—a web server, Fenice—
a video streaming server, and NFS—a file server. The client side
executes benchmarks that generate representative requests for dynamic and static web page content, video stream requests and network file commands respectively. For comparison purposes we defined a Pentium 4-like class system [40], and a chip multiprocessorlike system similar to [26]. We also looked at configurations using
3D stacking technology on these platforms to investigate in general
the usefulness of this technology. The conventional Pentium 4-like
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OO4-small baseline
/ w. 3D stacking

OO4-large
baseline / w. 3D
stacking

Conventional
CMP MP4/8 w.o.
3D stacking

PicoMP4500MHz
/1000MHz∗

PicoMP8500MHz
/1000MHz∗

PicoMP12500MHz∗

4GHz

4GHz

1GHz

500MHz / 1GHz

500MHz / 1GHz

500MHz

Operating
Frequency
Number of
Processors
Processor Type
Issue Width

1

1

4/8

out-of-order
4

out-of-order
4

L1 cache

2 way 16KB

2 way 128KB

8 way 256KB 7.5ns
unloaded latency
64bit@400MHz /
1024bit@250MHz
512MB DDR2
DRAM

8 way 2MB 7.5ns
unloaded latency
64bit@400MHz /
1024bit@250MHz
512MB DDR2
DRAM

in-order
1
4 way 16KB
per core
8 way 2MB 16ns
unloaded latency

L2 cache
Memory bus width
Main Memory
∗

4

8

in-order
1
4 way 16KB
per core

12

in-order
1
4 way 16KB
per core

in-order
1
4 way 16KB
per core

N/A

N/A

N/A

64bit@250MHz

1024bit@250MHz

1024bit@250MHz

1024bit@250MHz

512MB DDR2
DRAM

128MB DDR2
DRAM

192MB DDR2
DRAM

256MB DDR2
DRAM

PicoServer platform using 3D stacking technology. The core clock frequency of PicoServer is typically 500MHz. PicoServer configurations with 1GHz
core clock frequency are later used to show the impact of 3D stacking technology.

Table 3. Commonly used simulation configurations. Main memory latencies are generated from DDR2 DRAM models. L2 cache unloaded
latency for single core and multicore configurations differ due to longer global interconnect lengths in multicore platforms[29].

class system without 3D stacking is illustrated in Figure 3(a). Figure 3(b) shows a conventional chip multiprocessor-like system and
the PicoServer multiprocessor architecture is shown in Figure 3(c).
We assume with 3D stacking technology, wider bus widths can be
implemented with lower power overhead. Table 3 shows commonly
used configurations in our simulations.
3.1.2

L1 cache
L2 cache

Pentium 4
90nm
16KB
1MB

Total Power(W)

89-103W

Total Die
Area(mm2 )

112

ARM11
130nm
16KB
N/A
250mW @
550MHz

Xscale
90nm∗
32KB
N/A
850mW @
1.5GHz

PicoServer
MP 90nm†
16KB
N/A
190mW @
500MHz

5-6

6-7

4-5

∗ Die area for a 90nm Xscale excludes L2 cache[39]
† For the PicoServer core, we estimated our power to

Server Benchmarks

We use several Tier 1 type benchmarks that directly interact with
client requests. We used two web content handling benchmarks
SURGE[13] and SPECweb99[9] to measure web server performance. A video streaming benchmark—Fenice[7] that uses the
RTSP protocol along with the UDP protocol is chosen to measure behavior for on-demand workloads. Finally, for a file sharing
benchmark we use an NFS server and stress it with dbench.
SURGE The SURGE benchmark represents client requests
for static web content. SURGE is a multi-threaded, multi-process
workload. We modified the SURGE fileset and used a Zipf distribution to generate reasonable client requests. Based on the Zipf
distribution a static web page which is approximately 12KB in file
size is requested 50% of the time in our client requests. We configured the SURGE client to have 20 outstanding client requests.
It has been shown in [19] that the number of requests handled per
second is consistent after 10 concurrent connections implying 20
concurrent connections is more than enough to fully utilize the
server.
SPECweb99 To evaluate a mixture of static web content and
simple dynamic web content, we used a modified version of
SURGE to request SPECweb99 filesets. We used the default configuration for SPECweb99 to generate client requests. 70% of client
requests are for static web content and 30% are for dynamic web
contents. We also fixed the client request of SPECweb99 to have
20 outstanding requests with the same principle applied from [19].
Fenice On-demand video serving is also an important workload
for Tier 1 servers. For copyright protection and live broadcasts,
the RTSP protocol is commonly used for real-time video playback. Fenice is an open source streaming project [7] that provides
workloads supporting the RTSP protocol. We modified it to support
multithreading. Client requests were generated with a modified version of ’nemesi’, a RTSP supporting MPEG player. ’nemesi’ is also
from the open source streaming project. Unlike event driven HTTP
requests seen in SPECweb99 or SURGE, Video streaming servers

be in the range

of an ARM11, Xscale

Table 4. Published power consumption values for various
microprocessors[18][1][39][40]

require timing driven real-time packets to be constantly scheduled
such that MPEG video frames are delivered precisely to the client
side. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume the number of concurrent connections to be equal to the number of requests handled.
We generated multiple client requests that fully utilized the server
CPUs for a high quality 16Mbps frame rate, 720 × 480 resolution
MPEG2 standard file.
dbench This benchmark is commonly used to stress NFS daemons. In our tests we used the in-kernel NFS daemon which is
multithreaded and available in standard Linux kernels. We generated NFS traffic using dbench on the client side that stressed the file
server. dbench generates workloads that both read and write to the
file server while locking these files so that a different client could
not access it simultaneously. We assumed a ramdisk-like storage
device for these experiments as we are not interested in the IO performance of our disk model.
3.2

Estimating Power and Area

Power and Area estimation at the architectural level is difficult to
do with great accuracy. To make a reasonable estimation and show
general trends, we resorted to industry and academia publications
on die size area and we compared our initial analytical power models with real implementations and widely used cycle level simulation techniques. We discuss this further in the next subsections.
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90nm

Power (W)

130nm
5.6nF
3.7nF
16.6nF

on-chip 2D 12mm
on-chip 3D 8mm
off-chip 2D

1.60
1.40
1.20
1.00
0.80
0.60
0.40
0.20
0.00

90nm
5.4nF
3.6nF
16.6nF

Table 5. Parasitic interconnect capacitance for on-chip 2D,3D and
off-chip 2D for a 1024 bit bus

0

250
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750

1000

1250

Samsung
Infineon - A∗
Infineon - B
Micron

core frequency (MHz)

Figure 4. Processor power versus frequency plot generated from
calibrating the well-known cubic law and voltage, frequency plot
for 24FO4 using PTM 90nm process technology[6]

∗

Density
64MB
64MB
128MB
128MB

Area(mm2 )
71
87
176
180

Process
90nm
110nm
N/A
110nm

Infineon A, B are 2 different types of DRAM chips

Table 6. DRAM die size from various vendors noted in Semiconductor SourceInsight 2005 [33]
3.2.1

Processors
ing vias are negligible. As for the number of connections that are
possible between dies a figure of 10,000 connects per square millimeter is reported. Our needs are much less. From our studies, we
just need 1056 connections: 32 bits for our address bus and 1024
bits for the data bus. For estimating the interconnect capacitance
on our processor and peripheral layer, we referred to [24] to generate analytical and projected values. We selected a wire length of
12mm to account for 1.3 times the width / height of a 80mm2 die
and scaled the wire length accordingly for smaller die sizes. We
assumed we would gain a 33% reduction in wire capacitance compared to a 2D on-chip implementation from projections on interconnect wire length reduction shown in [20]. Based on these initial
values, we calculated the number of repeaters required to drive the
interconnect range from 250 ∼ 400MHz from hspice simulations.
We found we needed only a maximum of 2 ∼ 3 repeaters to drive
this bus since the frequency of this on-chip wide bus was relatively
slow.
We measured the toggle rate and access rate of these wires and
calculated power using the well-known dynamic power equation to
calculate interconnect power. Table 5 shows the expected interconnect capacitance for 1024bits in the case of 2D on-chip, 3D stacking, and 2D off-chip implementations. Roughly speaking, on-chip
implementations have at most 33% capacitance of an off-chip implementation. Furthermore, since the supply voltages in IO pads—
typically 1.8 ∼ 2.5V, are generally higher than the core supply
voltage, we find the overall maximum power for an off-chip implementation consumes an order of magnitude more power than
an on-chip and off-chip average interconnect power. With modest
toggle rates, small to modest access rates for typical configurations
found in our benchmarks and modest bus frequency—250MHz, we
conclude that on-chip interconnect power contributes very little to
overall power consumption.

We relied to a large extent on figures reported in [18][1][39] for
an ARM processor to estimate processor power and die area. The
ARM is representative of a simple in-order 32 bit processor that
would be suitable for the PicoServer. Due to the architectural similarities with our PicoServer cores, we extrapolated the die area
and power consumption for our PicoServer cores at 500MHz from
published data in [18][1][39]. Table 4 lists these estimates along
with values listed in [1][39] and a Pentium 4 core for comparison.
The power values listed in Table 4 include static power. Our estimates for a 500MHz PicoServer core are conservative compared
to the ARM core values, especially with respect to [39]. Considering 850mW is consumed at 1.5GHz and 1.3V for the Xscale
core, a power consumption of 190mW at 500MHz for our 90nm
PicoServer core is conservative when applying the 3× reduction in
clock frequency and the additional opportunities to scale voltage.
For power consumption at other core clock frequencies, for example 1GHz, we generated a power versus frequency plot by calibrating the well-known cubic law [21] and frequency, voltage plot for
24 FO4—fan out of 4 inverter chain using PTM 90nm process technology. We assumed the logic depth of our PicoServer core to be
24FO4 from [39]. Figure 4 shows our plot.
64 bit support for a PicoServer core seems inevitable in the
future for address sizes above 4GB. We expect the additional area
and power overhead for 64 bit support in a PicoServer core to be
modest when we look at the additional area and power overhead
for 64 bit support in commercially available cores like MIPS and
Xeon. As for the L2 cache, because we noticed numerous problems
in power, area models in nanometer technology for caches, we
referred to [41] and scaled the area, power number generated from
real measurements. We assumed the power numbers in [41] were
generated when the cache access rate was 100%. Therefore, we
scaled the L2 cache power by size and access rate while assuming
leakage power would consume 30% of the total L2 cache power.

3.2.3
3.2.2

Interconnect considering 3D stacking technology

DRAM

We made DRAM area estimates for the PicoServer using the data
in Table 6. Currently, it is reasonable to say that 80mm2 of chip
area is required for 64MB of DRAM in 90nm technology.
Conventional DRAM is packaged separately from the processor
and is accessed through IO pad pins and wires on a PCB. However,
for our architecture, DRAM exists on-chip and connects to the
processor and peripheral through a 3D stacking via. Therefore, the
pad power consumed by the packages, necessary for driving signals
off-chip across the PCB, should not be added to our design. Using
the Micron DRAM spreadsheet calculator[4], modified to not add
pad power, and profile data from M5 including the number of cycles

For the purposes of this study, we have adopted the data published
in [11][23][38] as typical of 3D stacking interconnects. In general,
we found wafer to wafer—3D via, interconnect capacitance to be
below 3fF. We also verified this with extracted parasitic capacitance
values from 3D Magic, a tool recently developed at MIT. The extracted capacitance was found to be 2.7fF, which agrees with the
results presented in [23]. By comparison with 2D on-chip interconnect, based on [24], a global interconnect wire was estimated
to have capacitance of 400fF per millimeter. Therefore, we can
assume that the additional interconnect capacitance in 3D stack-
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Average access
latency(ns)

SDRAM

DDR2
DRAM

XDR
DRAM

L2
Cache
@1.2GHz
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DRAM
3D IC

1.0

5.2

31.3

21.9

31.3

30ns

25ns

28ns

16ns

25ns

DRAM stack 4 layer
each layer 80mm2

90nm

128MB

192MB

256MB

megabytes. In the near future this will rise to several gigabytes as
noted in the Table 1. Other components such as the Network Interface Controller (NIC), DMA controller, and additional peripherals
that are required in implementing a full system are integrated on
the CPU die.

spent on DRAM reads, writes and page hit rates, we generated an
average power for DRAM. We compared the estimated power from
references on DRAM and especially with the DRAM power values
generated from the SunFire T2000 Server Power Calculator[10].
The Micron spreadsheet uses actual current measurements for each
DRAM operation—read, write, refresh, bank precharge etc. We
assumed a design with a 1.8V voltage supply.

4.1

Wide shared bus architecture

PicoServer adopts a wide shared bus architecture that provides high
memory bandwidth and fully utilizes the benefits of 3D stacking
technology. Our bus architecture was determined from SURGE
runs on M5. SURGE generated a representative cache miss rate
per core on our benchmarks. To explore the design space of our bus
architecture, we first ran simulations for varying the bus width on
a single shared bus—ranging from 128 bits to 2048 bits. Network
performance is measured to determine the impact of bus width on
the PicoServer. As shown in Figure 5(a), a relatively wide data bus
is necessary to achieve scalable network performance to satisfy the
outstanding cache miss requests. This is because of the high bus
contention on the shared data bus for high bus traffic that is generated for narrow bus widths as shown in Figure 5(b) and Figure 5(c).
As we decrease the bus width, the bus traffic increases resulting in
superlinear increase in latency. Reducing bus utilization implies reduced bus arbitration latency, thus improving network bandwidth.
Wide bus widths also help speedup NIC DMA transfers by allowing
a large chunk of data be copied in one transaction. A 1024 bit bus
width seems reasonable for our typical PicoServer configurations—
4, 8, 12 multiprocessors, since network performance saturated after
that point. We also looked at interleaved bus architectures but found
with our given L1 cache miss rates, a 1024 bit bus is sufficient
enough to handle the bus requests. For architectures and workloads
that generate higher bus requests by increasing the number of cores
to 16 or more with higher L1 cache miss rates—more than 10%—
then interleaving the bus is more effective.

Network Interface Controller—NIC

Network Interface Controller power was difficult to model analytically due to lack of information on the architecture of NICs. For
our simulations, we looked at the National Semiconductor 82830
gigabit ethernet controller. This chip implements the MAC layer of
the ethernet card and interfaces with the physical layer—PHY using the Gigabit Media Independent Interface—GMII interface. For
power, we analyzed the datasheet and found the maximum power
consumed by this chip to be 743mW[5]. This power number is
for 180nm technology. We assumed maximum power is consumed
when all the input and output pins were active. By doing so, we
calculated the number of bytes written and read from the chip and
normalized it to the maximum case. We assumed static power consumed 30% of the maximum chip power.

4.

110nm

Table 8. Projected on-chip DRAM size for varying process technologies. Area estimates are generated based on Table 6. 80mm2 of
die size is similar to that of a Pentium M at 90nm.

Table 7. Bandwidth and latency suggest on-chip DRAM can easily
provide enough memory bandwidth compared to an L2 cache noted
in [29][41]. Average access latency for DRAM is estimated to be
tRCD +tCAS where tRCD denotes RAS to CAS delay and tCAS
denotes CAS delay. For, XDRAM tRAC−R is used where tRAC−R
denotes the read access time.

3.2.4

130nm

PicoServer Architecture

Table 7 shows the latency and bandwidth achieved for conventional
DRAM, XDR DRAM, L2 cache and on-chip DRAM using 3D
stacking technology. With a 1024 bit wide bus, the memory latency
and bandwidth achieved in a 3D stacking on-chip DRAM is comparable to an L2 cache and XDR DRAM. This suggests an L2 cache
is not needed if stacking is used. Furthermore, the removal of offchip drivers in conventional DRAM reduces access latency by more
than 50% [35]. We have ignored this in our calculations, so our results are conservative in this regard. However, this strengthens our
argument that on-chip DRAM can be as effective as a L2 cache. Another example that strengthens our case is that DRAM vendors are
producing and promoting DRAM implementations with reduced
random access latency. Therefore, our PicoServer architecture does
not have an L2 cache and the on-chip DRAM is connected through
a shared bus architecture to the L1 caches of each core. The role of
this on-chip DRAM is a primary main memory.
The PicoServer architecture is comprised of single issue inorder processors that together create a chip multiprocessor which
is a natural match to applications with a high level of TLP [26].
Each PicoServer CPU core is typically clocked at 500MHz and has
an instruction and data cache, with the data caches using a MESI
cache coherence protocol. Our studies showed the majority of bus
traffic is generated from cache miss traffic, not cache coherence.
This is due to the properties of the target application space and the
small cache—16KB size per core. With current densities, the capacity of the on-chip DRAM stack in PicoServer is hundreds of

4.2

The role of on-chip DRAM

We projected the DRAM roadmap in PicoServer for a die size of
80mm2 in Table 8. To obtain a total DRAM size of 256 MB, we
assume DRAM is made up of 4 layers of the final die allowing
us to integrate aggressive capacity for on-chip stacked DRAM.
With current technology—90nm, it is feasible to create a 4 layer
stack containing 256MB of physical memory. Although a large
amount of physical memory is typical in server farms (4 to 16GB),
with the short sample time of a simulator, it is difficult for a
benchmark to touch such a large memory space. Depending on
the workload of each PicoServer, 256MB of physical memory may
be enough. From our measurements on memory usage for Tier 1
applications, we found a modest amount—no more than 64MB—
of main memory is occupied by the user application, data and the
kernel OS code. The remainder of the memory is either free or used
as a disk cache. Considering the fact that 256MB can be integrated
on-chip, we project a large portion of on-chip DRAM to be used
as a disk cache. Therefore, for Tier 1 applications that require
small/medium filesets, a on-chip DRAM of 256MB is enough to
effectively handle client requests.
For large filesets, there are several options to choose from. First,
we could add additional on-chip DRAM by stacking additional
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Figure 5. Network performance for various shared bus architectures based on our L1 cache size—16KB on SURGE. We assumed a CPU
clock frequency of 500MHz for these experiments. Our bus architecture must be able to handle high bandwidths as the number of processors
increase.

DRAM dies. From the ITRS roadmap in Table 1, we recall that the
number of stacked dies we assume is conservative. With aggressive
die stacking, we could add more die stacks to improve on-chip
DRAM capacity—ITRS projects 7 ∼ 9 layers to be possible in the
next 2 ∼ 4 years. Another alternative is to add a secondary off-chip
main memory which functions as a disk cache device. From our
simulations, we found that the access latency of this secondary offchip main memory could be as slow as 50μs and still generate equal
network bandwidth. The multithreaded nature of Tier 1 applications
hide thread stalls due to the long access latency to off-chip DRAM
through interleaved thread execution. An access latency as slow
as 50μs implies that Flash memory that consumes less active /
standby power can be used as off-chip secondary main memory.
Therefore, for workloads requiring large filesets, we could build
a NUMA system with fast on-chip DRAM and relatively slower
off-chip secondary main memory that could be implemented from
Flash memory or slow low power DRAM. The fast on-chip DRAM
would primarily hold code, data and a small disk cache and the
slow off-chip main memory would function as a large disk cache
device.
To maximize the benefits of 3D stacking technology, the
conventional DDR2 DRAM interface needs to be modified for
PicoServer’s 3D stacked on-chip DRAM. Conventional DDR2
DRAMs are designed assuming a small pin count and use address
multiplexing and burst mode transfer to make up for the limited
number of pins. With 3D stacking technology, there is no need
to use narrow data widths and furthermore address multiplexing
which requires multi-phase commands such as a RAS followed by
a CAS. Instead, the additional logic required in latching and muxing narrow address / data can be removed. The requested addresses
can be sent as a single command while data can be driven out in
large chunks. DRAM vendors already provide interfaces that do
not require address multiplexing such as Reduced Latency DRAM
from Micron [8] and NetDRAM[2] from Samsung. This suggests
the interface for 3D stacked on-chip DRAM can be tailored with
minor tweaks.
4.3

can be reduced. Even with this technique however the number of
interrupts received by a relatively low frequency processor, such as
one of the PicoServer cores, can overwhelm it. In our simulations
we get around this difficulty by having multiple NICs each having their interrupt lines routed to a different processor. Although
this method would be valid, a smarter single NIC that could route
interrupts to multiple CPUs, each with separate DMA descriptors
and TX/RX queues, could be built. For an 8 chip-multiprocessor
architecture with 1 NIC and an on-chip DRAM integrated by using 3D stacking technology, we found the average utilization per
processor to be below 60% as one processor could not manage the
NIC by itself. To fully utilize each processor in our multiple processor architecture, we inserted 1 NIC for 2 processors. For example,
a 4 CMP architecture would have 2 NICs, a 8 CMP architecture
would have 4 NICs and so forth. However, as mentioned above,
this could be one NIC either with multiple interface IP addresses
or an intelligent method of load balancing packets to multiple processors. Such a NIC would need to keep track of network protocol
states at the session level. There have been previous studies of intelligent workload balancing on NICs to achieve optimal throughput
on platforms[19]. TCP splicing and handoff are also good examples
of intelligent load balancing at higher network layers[34].
4.4

Thermal concerns in 3D stacking

A potential concern with 3D stacking technology is heat containment. To address this concern, we investigated the thermal impact
of 3D stacking on the PicoServer architecture. Since we could not
measure temperature directly on a real 3D stacked platform, we
modeled the 3D stack onto the grid model in Hotspot [25]. Mechanical thermal simulators such as FLOWTHERM and ANSYS were
not considered in our studies due to the limited information we
could obtain from the 3D stacking process. We believe Hotspot’s
RC equivalent heat flow model is adequate to show trends and potential concern in 3D stacking. Since this paper describes the usefulness of integrating 3D stacking into the server space, instead of
describing the details in heat transfer, we present general trends.
We leave detailed studies to future work and published references
that cover heat in 3D stacking as a primary topic.
The primary thermal issue in devices utilizing 3D stacking in
heat containment due to the interface material — SiO2 — and the
free air interface between silicon and air. Silicon and metal conduct
heat much more efficiently. We configured our PicoServer architecture for various scenarios by 1) varying the amount of stacked
dies, 2) varying the location of the primary heat generating die—the

The need for Multiple NICs on a CMP architecture

A common problem of servers with large network pipes is handling
the hundreds of thousands of packets that might arrive each second.
Interrupt coalescing is one method of dealing this problem. This
method works by starting a timer when a non-critical event occurs.
Any other non-critical events that occur before the timer expires
are coalesced into one interrupt and thus the number of interrupts
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Figure 6. Maximum junction temperature for sensitivity experiments on Hotspot. (a)varying the number of layers, (b)varying 3D interface
thickness, (c)varying location of logic die. A core clock frequency of 500MHz is assumed in calculating power density. For 1, 3 layer
configurations, we assumed no on-chip DRAM or a smaller capacity of DRAM—2 layers is integrated.

section, we compare various PicoServer configurations to other architectures first in terms of achievable network bandwidth and then
in terms of power. Since the PicoServer has not been implemented,
we use a combination of analytical models and published data to
make a conservative estimate about the power dissipation of various components. Finally we present a pareto chart showing the
energy efficiency of the PicoServer architecture.

logic die on our platform, 3) varying the thickness of the SiO2 insulator that is typically used in between stacked dies. Our baseline
configuration assumes a logic die directly connected to a heat sink
assuming 27C◦ room temperature. We assumed a naive floorplan
of our PicoServer architecture and varied the number of processors. Hotspot requires input for properties in material and power
density to generate steady state temperature throughout the platform. We extracted 3D stacking properties from [27][32][42] and
assigned power density at the component level based on area and
power projections for each component. Components were modeled
at the platform-level—processor, peripheral, global bus interconnect, etc. We generated maximum junction temperature in our PicoServer architecture shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6(a) shows the sensitivity to the number of stacked layers. We find a 5 ∼ 10C◦ increase in maximum junction temperature in our 5 layer PicoServer architecture. Figure 6(b) shows the
sensitivity to the 3D stacking dielectric interface. We compared
the effect of the SiO2 thickness (the interface material) for 10μm
and 80μm. In [16][27][32][42] we find the maximum thickness
of the interface material does not exceed 10μm for 3D stacking.
The 80μm point is selected to show the impact of heat containment as the thickness is increased substantially. It results in a 6
degree increase in junction temperature. While notable this is not a
great change given the dramatic change in material thickness. Figure 6(c) shows the sensitivity to placement in the stack—top or bottom layer. We find the primary heat generating die is not sensitive
to the geographic location.
We believe heat containment for having multiple stacked layers
is not a major limitation in the PicoServer platform. The power
density is relatively low for our architecture. It does not exceed
5W/cm2 . As a result, the maximum junction temperature does
not exceed 50C◦ . 3D vias can also act as heat pipes, which we
didn’t take into account in our analysis, however this is expected to
improve the situation. An intelligent placement would assign the
heat generating layer (the processor layer) adjacent to the heat sink
resulting in a majority of the heat being transferred to the heat sink.
There is independent support for our conclusions in [17][22].

5.

5.1

Overall Performance

Figure 7 shows the network bandwidth for our Tier 1 workload
runs. We break down the contribution to network bandwidth with
respect to a baseline with no L2 cache and a narrow (64bit) bus
width, having an L2 cache, and implementing the benefits of 3D
stacking technology. For simple multicore architectures, we recall
in Table 7 the L2 cache unloaded latency is similar to the DRAM
access latency. Hence, we are able to make comparisons that differentiate the impact of 3D stacking technology with the impact of
having an L2 cache. We show in separate bars the impact of having
an L2 cache or adopting 3D stacking technology. It shows that 3D
stacking technology alone improves overall performance equal to
or more than having an L2 cache. A fair comparison for a fixed
number of cores, for example, would be a Pico MP4-1000MHz
versus a conventional CMP MP4 without 3D-1000MHz. In general workloads that generated modest to high cache miss rates,
SURGE, SPECweb99 and dbench, showed dramatic improvement
from adopting 3D stacking technology. Fenice that is bounded by
video stream computation, generated low cache miss rates resulting
in marginal improvement with adding an L2 cache or adopting 3D
stacking technology. Since Video streaming workloads inherently
support many client connections, we found TLP friendly architectures perform well for this benchmark—the more cores you have,
the higher the network bandwidth.
For OO4 configurations, we combine the impact of having an
L2 cache and 3D stacking since the unloaded L2 cache latency on
a uniprocessor is likely to be smaller than the access latency to a
large capacity DRAM making it less appealing to only have a high
bandwidth on-chip DRAM implemented from 3D stacking. We find
that 3D stacking improves performance by 15% on OO4 configurations. When we compare a OO4 architecture without 3D stacking
with our PicoServer architecture, a PicoServer MP8 operating at
500MHz performs better than a 4GHz OO4 processor with a small
L1 and L2 cache of 16KB and 256KB respectively. For a similar
die area comparison, we believe comparing PicoServer MP8 and a
OO4-small architecture is a fair comparison considering the additional die area required for a OO4-large that has a L1 cache size of
128KB and a L2 cache size of 2MB.

Results

To evaluate the PicoServer architecture two metrics are important—
network bandwidth and power. Network bandwidth is a good indicator of overall system performance because it is a measure of
how many requests were serviced times the average size of each
request. This metric is better than requests responded to per second
because of the high variability in the requested data size. In this
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Figure 7. Network performance measured for varying processor frequency and processor type. For PicoServer CMPs, we fixed the onchip data bus width to 1024bits and bus frequency to 250MHz. For a Pentium 4-like configuration, we placed the NIC on the PCI bus and
assumed the memory bus frequency to be 400MHz. For a MP4, MP8 without 3D stacking configuration, to be fair we assumed no support
for multithreading and a L2 cache size of 2MB. The external memory bus frequency was assumed to be 250MHz.

When we assume that the area occupied by the L2 cache in our
conventional CMP MP4/8 without 3D stacking technology is replaced with additional processing cores—a benefit made possible
by using 3D stacking technology—a comparison in network performance for similar die area can be conducted on Pico MP8-500MHz
versus a conventional MP4 without 3D-1000MHz and Pico MP12500MHz versus a conventional MP8 without 3D-1000MHz—for
Fenice, compare with Pico MP12-750MHz. Our results suggest
that on average, additional processing elements and reducing core
clock frequency by half on our Tier 1 workloads improve network performance by 10 ∼ 20% for more than 50% reduction
in power—shown in Section 5.2. Our estimated area for adding extra cores are extremely conservative suggesting more cores could
be added thereby resulting in even more improvement in network
bandwidth.
5.2
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Figure 8. Breakdown of average power for 4, 8,12 PicoServer architectures using 3D stacking technology for 90nm process technology. We expect 2 ∼ 3W to be consumed at 90nm. An MP8
without 3D stacking operating at 1GHz is estimated to consume
8W at 90nm.

Overall Power

Processor power still dominates overall power in PicoServer architectures. Figure 8 shows the average power consumption based on
our power estimation techniques for Tier 1 server application runs.
We find PicoServer with a core clock frequency of 500MHz is estimated to consume somewhere between 2 ∼ 3 Watts for 90nm process technology depending on the design points (optimal power or
network bandwidth). Overall power is primarily used by the simple in-order cores. NIC power consumed a considerable amount
due to the increase in number of NICs when increasing the number of processors, however as described in section 4.3 an intelligent
NIC designed for this architecture could be more power efficient as
you would only need one. Other components such as the intercon-

nect and the DRAM make marginal contributions to overall system
power due to the modest access rates and toggle rates of these components. For example, DRAM is accessed no more than 30% of the
time. Therefore, using [4], we find the DRAM power consumption
to be no more than 400mW, which is far smaller than the combined
power consumed by the in-order cores.
Comparing our PicoServer architecture with other architectures,
we do very well. For a similar die area comparison, we use less than
half the power when we compare Pico MP8 / 12-500MHz with a
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Figure 9. Energy efficiency, Performance pareto chart generated for 90nm process technology. 3D stacking technology enables new CMP
architectures that are significantly energy efficient.

when looking at Pico MP4/8/12-500MHz. These sweetspots in
energy efficiency come from diminishing return in network bandwidth improvement for increasing parallel processing width. The
increase in parallel processing width—adding additional cores,
raises many issues related to inefficient interrupt balancing, kernel process / thread scheduling and resource allocation that result
in diminishing return.

conventional MP4 / 8 without 3D stacking with an L2 cache at
1000MHz. We also recall in section 5.1 that performance-wise for
a similar die area, our PicoServer architectures perform on average
10 ∼ 20% better than conventional CMP configurations. Furthermore, we use less than 10% of the power of a Penitum4 processor and as in the previous section perform comparably. At 90nm
technology, it can be projected that the power budget for a typical
PicoServer platform satisfies mobile / handheld power constraints
noted in ITRS projections. This suggests the potential of implementing server-type applications in ultra small form factor platforms. We generally find that our PicoServer architecture provides
excellent performance while using energy efficiently.
5.3

6.

Conclusions

In this paper, we presented the potential of 3D stacking technology
for implementing Tier 1 servers. The resulting systems have significantly improved energy efficiency in a compact form factor. An
8-way PicoServer running at 500MHz can deliver up to 1.1Gbps of
network bandwidth within a 3W power budget in a 90nm process
technology. These power results are 2 ∼ 3× better than a multicore
architecture without 3D stacking technology and an order of magnitude better than what can be achieved using a general purpose processor. The ability to tightly couple large amounts of memory to the
cores through wide and low-latency interconnect pays dividends
by reducing system complexity and creates opportunities to implement main memory with non-uniform access latency. With the access latency of on-chip DRAM being comparable to the L2 cache,
we found the L2 cache die area can be replaced with additional
cores resulting in core clock frequency reduction while achieving
higher throughput. For an area-equivalent PicoServer configuration
using 12 processors at 500MHz without an L2 cache yields a substantial improvement in network bandwidth while reducing power
consumption by more than 50% compared to a conventional 8-way
1GHz chip multiprocessor with a 2MB L2 cache. For future work,
we plan to expand our application space to Tier 2 and 3 servers.

Energy efficiency, Network Performance Pareto Chart

In Figure 9, we present a pareto chart for PicoServer depicting
the energy efficiency and network performance. The points on this
plot show the large out-of-order cores and the conventional CMP
MP4/8 without 3D stacking processors we have described up to
this point as well as our PicoServer with four, eight, or twelve
cores. On the y-axis we present Mbps and on the x-axis we show
Mb/J. From Figure 9, it is possible to find the optimal configuration
of processor number and frequency for a given energy efficiency /
network bandwidth constraint.
Additionally from Figure 9, we find our PicoServer architectures clocked at modest core frequency—500MHz are 2 ∼ 4×
energy efficient than conventional chip-multiprocessor architectures without 3D stacking technology. The primary powersavings
can be attributed to 3D stacking technology that enables a reduction
in core clock frequency while providing high network bandwidth.
A sweetspot in system-level energy efficiency for our plotted datapoints can also be identified within our PicoServer architectures
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